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Abstract—Investigators across many disciplines and organizations must sift through large collections of text documents to
understand and piece together information. Whether they are fighting crime, curing diseases, deciding what car to buy, or researching
a new field, inevitably investigators will encounter text documents. Taking a visual analytics approach, we integrate multiple text
analysis algorithms with a suite of interactive visualizations to provide a flexible and powerful environment that allows analysts to
explore collections of documents while sensemaking. Our particular focus is on the process of integrating automated analyses with
interactive visualizations in a smooth and fluid manner. We illustrate this integration through two example scenarios: An academic
researcher examining InfoVis and VAST conference papers and a consumer exploring car reviews while pondering a purchase
decision. Finally, we provide lessons learned toward the design and implementation of visual analytics systems for document
exploration and understanding.
Index Terms—Visual analytics, information visualization, sensemaking, exploratory search, information seeking, document analysis
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1 INTRODUCTION
EVERYDAY, analysts and investigators confront largecollections of data as they make decisions, solve
problems, or simply seek to understand a situation better.
Frequently, the data collections include text documents or
documents with key text components. While numerical or
structured data are more amenable to statistical and
computational analysis, text data are conversely often messy
and noisy, requiring a very sequential, slow processing
(reading documents one-at-a-time, in order).
Investigators working with such document collections
gather bits of information as they explore the data, hoping
to form new insights about the issues at hand. Large,
unstructured document collections make this task more
difficult; the investigator may not know where to begin,
what is important, or how concepts/events are related. The
following situations are examples of these kinds of tasks:
. An academic researcher moves into a new area and
seeks to understand the key ideas, topics, and trends
of the area, as well as the set of top researchers, their
interests, and collaborations.
. A consumer wants to buy a new car but encounters a
large variety of possible models to choose from, each
of which has 10 to 20 “professional” reviews and a
web forum with hundreds of postings.
. A family learns that their child may have a rare
disease and scours the web for documents and
information about the condition, easily encountering
many articles.
. A police investigator has a collection of hundreds of
case reports, evidence reports, and interview tran-
scripts and seeks to “put the pieces together” to
identify the culprits behind a crime.
Such processes, sometimes called Sensemaking [39], [50],
[54], Information Seeking Support [44], or Exploratory
Search [43], [66], go beyond the initial retrieval of data or
the simple return of the “right” document. Instead, they
involve analysts browsing, exploring, investigating, disco-
vering, and learning about the topics, themes, concepts, and
entities within the documents, as well as understanding
connections and relationships among the entities.
One approach to this problem is the computational
analysis of document text, including text mining [3], [22].
However, as many researchers have noted [37], [58], simply
performing computational analysis of the documents may
not be sufficient for adequate understanding of a document
collection—the investigator inevitably will think of some
question or perspective about the documents that is either
not addressed by the computational analysis or not
represented accurately enough to draw a conclusion.
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Another approach leverages information visualization to
show information about document contents [40], [47], [59].
However, interactive visualization itself may not be suffi-
cient for sensemaking either—as the size of the document
collection grows, interactively exploring the individual
characteristics of each document may simply take too
much time.
Our approach to the problem combines these two
analytics methods: 1) automated computational analysis of
the text documents and 2) interactive visualization of the
documents and of the analysis results. Such a combination
is described as a visual analytics approach [36], [58], and it
leverages the strengths of both the human and the
computer. Humans excel at the interactive dialog and
discourse of exploration and discovery. They develop new
questions and hypotheses as more and more information is
uncovered. They reason about the importance of new facts
that are discovered. The computer excels at complex
analyses to calculate metrics, correlations, connections,
and statistics about the document collection. It can rapidly
analyze large collections of documents in ways that would
be prohibitively time consuming for people to do.
Relatively few systems to date have deeply and smoothly
incorporated both automated computational analysis and
interactive visualization while providing a tight coupling
between the two. Systems (as discussed in the related work)
usually focus on one of the two approaches and provide a
few elements from the other. For instance, computational
analysis tools sometimes provide rudimentary visualiza-
tions to depict analysis results. Alternatively, interactive
visualization systems may provide a few simple analysis
techniques such as filtering or statistical analysis of the data.
Elaborating on this notion, Keim et al. [36] state:
Visual analytics is more than just visualization. It can rather
be seen as an integral approach to decision making,
combining visualization, human factors, and data analysis.
The challenge is to identify the best automated algorithm for
the analysis task at hand, identify its limits which cannot be
further automated, and then develop a tightly integrated
solution, which adequately integrates the best automated
analysis algorithms with appropriate visualization and
interaction techniques.
In this paper, we explore this coupling through Jigsaw
[55], a system for helping analysts explore document
collections. Jigsaw is a relatively mature system, and has
garnered trial use in the field by analysts in law enforce-
ment, investigative reporting, fraud detection, and aca-
demic research, among other areas. An initial user study of
the system showed its potential in helping investigators
work with documents and in supporting different analysis
strategies [34].
Earlier versions of Jigsaw emphasized multiple, coordi-
nated visualizations but provided relatively little computa-
tional analysis of documents’ text. The system primarily
visualized connections between entities across documents
to help investigators follow trails of information. More
recently, we have added a variety of automated text
analyses to the system including analysis of document
similarity, document sentiment, document clusters by
content, and document summarization through a few
words or sentences. These new analyses aid investigators
in determining the documents to examine first, the
documents to focus on or discard, and the documents that
may be related to different investigative angles.
Our focus is not on developing novel innovative
algorithms for computational text analysis. Instead, we
explore ways to smoothly integrate existing computational
analyses into an interactive visual interface in a seamless
manner that will provide a natural and fluid user
experience. Furthermore, new computational analysis algo-
rithms frequently are developed for well-defined tasks or
problems with carefully constructed inputs and data. Real-
world visual analytics systems, conversely, encounter
messy, noisy data and must support open-ended analytical
reasoning and sensemaking. Thus, our research also
examines how computational analysis techniques can be
used throughout visual exploration on challenging real-
world data.
The contributions of this research include: 1) methods for
fluidly integrating computational text analysis and visuali-
zation, 2) illustration of the utility of such an approach
through two example usage scenarios, and 3) lessons
learned toward the design and construction of visual
analytics systems for document exploration and under-
standing. Additionally, we provide implementation advice
and experience on the integration of text analysis algo-
rithms as a broader benefit for other researchers.
2 RELATED WORK
Computationally aided analysis and visualization of text
and documents to assist human investigators with sense-
making has been a topic of intense research interest
recently. Furthermore, different subdisciplines of computer
science each bring their own focus to the problem. Thus, a
comprehensive examination of related work likely would
take a complete paper itself. Here, we highlight some of the
existing research most strongly related to our work to
provide the reader with greater context and familiarity of
the varied approaches others have taken.
Systems in this area typically focus on some aspect of a
document or document collection to present. Broadly,
they visualize
1. metadata about the documents;
2. the document source text (words);
3. computed features and attributes of the documents
including entities; and/or
4. general concepts, themes, and models across the
documents.
Visualization techniques have been developed for single
documents or large collections of documents, though the
techniques for individual documents often can be general-
ized to collections.
Systems with a specific focus on helping people under-
stand various attributes of an academic paper collection are
a good example of presenting metadata about a set of
documents. PaperLens [40] employs a variety of bar chart,
list, graph, and text-based visualizations to show author,
topic, and citation data of past CHI papers. The system uses
a clustering analysis to help group papers by topic as well.
Selecting an author, paper, or concept in one visual
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representation loads related items into the other visualiza-
tions. A follow-on system, NetLens [33], focuses on
visualizing content-actor data within document collections
such as scientific publications and authors. NetLens uses
bar charts, histograms, and lists to represent the data and
help analysts understand statistics and trends from con-
ference papers and their citations.
A number of innovative visualization techniques have
been developed to represent the words and source text of
documents. The SeeSoft system [21] represents a line of a text
document by a row of pixels on the screen, with the length of
the text line (number of characters) mapped to the length of
the row of pixels. The goal of the technique is to visually
depict documents that are larger than what can normally be
shown on one screen. Other well-known source text
visualization techniques such as TextArc [47], Word Clouds
[61], Word Trees [64], and Phrase Nets [59] actually still show
text, unlike SeeSoft. They also show frequency and relation-
ships of particular words or terms within documents.
Many systems, in fact, inhabit a conceptual space that
transitions from visualizing document source to visualizing
computed metrics or features of a document or documents. For
example, Viégas et al. [60] analyze collections of e-mail
messages using a variant of the term-frequency inverse
document-frequency (TF-IDF) algorithm that focuses on
each sender. The system’s visualization is temporally based
and shows lists of keywords from the e-mails to character-
ize the main topics of messages during each month and
over entire years.
Other techniques such as Arc Diagrams [63], Docu-
Burst [12], and Parallel Tag Clouds [13] compute metrics
about a set of documents and visualize the computed
metrics in unique ways. The PaperVis system [10]
combines a relevance-determination algorithm with visua-
lization to show relationships among academic articles.
PaperVis performs citation and keyword analysis and
presents the results through bulls eye and radial space
filling visualizations. The size of a node (document) and
its distance to other documents denote its importance and
relevance, respectively.
Keim and Oelke [38] perform numerous text analysis
measures not seen in other document analysis systems
including measures such as average word length, sentence
length, number of syllables per word, and other measures
such as Simpson’s index and Hapax Legomena and
Dislegomena (number of words occurring once and twice).
The visualization of the analysis results for each of these
measures uses a heatmap style display. Together with
colleagues they subsequently added sentiment analysis to
their measures [45] and added node-link network visualiza-
tion to communicate relationships among the documents’
sentiments [46].
One particular computed attribute sometimes visualized
by systems is an entity within a document or documents.
Identifying entities may be as simple as looking for particular
strings or expressions within a document’s text or it may
involve complex computations to determine unique entities
and their types. Different systems then choose to visualize
the results of the computation in unique ways.
FeatureLens [19] uses text mining to identify words or
expressions that recur across a set of documents. The
system presents lists of the frequently occurring words and
expressions, small overview rectangles representing each
document with term positions identified by small marks,
graphs of appearance count across documents, and textual
views with terms highlighted. Primary users of the system
may be literary scholars or journalists reviewing books or
speeches. A follow-on system, POSVis [62], performs word-
based part-of-speech analysis on documents and then
displays the results using pixel-based overviews, word
clouds, and network diagrams.
Entity Workspace [4] focuses on entity-based analysis
and provides a “snap-together” visualization of entities
and their attributes. Its analysis capabilities include
spreading activation techniques to calculate degree-of-
interest for the entities.
The IVEA system [57] uses entities of interest from a
document collection to support faceted navigation and
browsing across the collection. The system employs a
matrix-style visualization with semantic zooming to repre-
sent the facets within documents.
Another set of systems move beyond the calculation of
specific features, entities, or linguistic metrics of documents.
These systems employ sophisticated text mining techniques
to compute document models and abstractions, often including
concepts or themes across the documents. Models and abstrac-
tions become especially useful as the size of the document
collection grows.
The ThemeRiver technique [28] uses a river metaphor to
represent temporal themes across a document collection.
The river visualization extends from left-to-right to show
the chronological progress of documents, and individual
currents (colored bands) within the river represent different
concepts. The vertical width of a current portrays its
strength at a certain point in time.
Document topic modeling through latent Dirichlet
allocation (LDA) [6] has become a popular technique for
driving visualizations of document collections. TIARA [41]
performs LDA analysis to identify themes throughout
documents, and it portrays the results using a ThemeRi-
ver-style visualization that has been augmented with word
clouds. The system, thus, shows how topics grow and
decline in focus over time. The system also supports user
interaction to drill down and provide more detail on
concept regions and to see the actual documents (e-mails)
generating the concepts. TIARA can be used in many
domains such as consumer reviews, e-mail, and news.
TextFlow [14] extends TIARA, showing how topics emerge
and merge over time, how keywords relate to topics, and
critical events within topics.
Parallel Topics [20] also employ LDA to model topics
across a document collection and uses a ThemeRiver style
visualization to present the results, coupled with a Topic
Cloud to show important terms within topics, and a parallel
coordinates visualization to show how individual docu-
ments contribute to the different topics. Other systems use
LDA but provide different visualizations of the identified
topics including word and topic lists [9], word clouds and
sentences [23], force-directed networks [27], or custom-
designed 2D projections [11].
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The FacetAtlas system [8] helps an analyst understand
relationships between entities and facets within collections
of documents sharing traits similar to academic articles.
FacetAtlas uses a density map-style visualization with
bundled edge connections between facets and entities along
with rich interactive operations to present complex relation-
ships between concepts in a document collection. Users can
either search for specific concepts or interactively explore
through the visualization interface.
The IN-SPIRE [26], [30] system takes a different approach
to visualizing document themes. It utilizes powerful
automated analysis, clustering, and projection capabilities,
primarily operating at the document level. IN-SPIRE
computes high-dimensional similarities of documents and
then visualizes these relationships through galaxy or
themescape style projected representations that show the
documents grouped into multiple clusters.
Finally, some visual analytics systems focus not on
unique visualizations of text and documents but on creating
environments, where an analyst can analyze and reason
about the documents. Often these systems use visual
representations to help analysts explore the documents
and develop hypotheses, and their target domain is
frequently intelligence analysis. The systems’ main goal
typically is to give an investigator a faster, better under-
standing of a large collection of documents to help under-
stand plots, themes, or stories across the collection.
nSPACE/TRIST/Sandbox [32], [67] provide sophisti-
cated document analysis including entity identification
and relations, trend analysis, clustering, and other auto-
mated operations. The systems present the documents
through views of the documents’ text or via groups of
documents as small icons, but they augment this represen-
tation with sophisticated user interface flexibility for
analysts to reason and develop stories about the data.
Commercial tools such as i2’s Analyst Notebook [31]
help intelligence, law enforcement, and fraud investigators
work with document collections, among other types of data.
Analyst’s Notebook primary visualization is a node-link
graph that shows connections between key entities in an
investigation. Typically, however, the human investigator
establishes these connections and constructs linkages.
As we will show in the following sections, our contribu-
tion beyond this vast body of related work centers around the
breadth of computational analysis techniques paired with a suite
of rich interactive visualizations and integrating the two in a
fluid, consistent manner. Jigsaw provides multiple, varied
perspectives to portray analysis results that allow the
investigator to rapidly explore documents in a flexible
manner. The particular emphasis on communicating entity
connections across documents within concept-, temporal-,
and sentiment-based perspectives also distinguishes it from
existing systems.
3 COMPUTATIONAL TEXT ANALYSES
An earlier version of Jigsaw, described in [55], focused on
interactive visualization support rather than on computa-
tional modeling and analysis of documents’ text. In an
evaluation study [34], we found that the system was overall
useful and supported a variety of strategies participants
used to conduct their investigations on a document
collection. However, we also found a number of situations
in which the participants might have benefitted from
additional information provided by computational text
analysis, especially to get started with their investigation.
Some participants first read many of the documents to
gain familiarity with the collection. Automated text sum-
marization could have helped them to speed up the initial
reading by reducing the amount of text to examine;
document metrics, such as documents’ date or length,
could have provided order and structure to make the initial
familiarization more efficient. Other participants focused
early in their investigation on certain entities and tried to
learn everything about them. Document similarity mea-
sures or features for recommending related documents
could have supported this task by highlighting related
information in other documents; showing documents
clustered by content also could have helped them to step
back and see the topics already examined or overlooked.
Another group of study participants first randomly selected
a few documents for acquiring evidence on which to start
their investigation. Clustering documents by content could
have been beneficial to help them to choose documents
from different clusters for broader initial evidence.
We made similar observations on the potential benefit of
computational analyses from our own use of Jigsaw,
especially through our participation in the VAST Contest
and Challenges [24], [42], [70] as well as from other
researchers’ use of the system [49], [53]. In addition, we
noticed that sentiment analysis would be another useful
computational technique because product reviews are a
natural document set for an investigation.
Computational text analyses are not without their own
set of issues and concerns, however. As Chuang et al. [11]
note, text mining algorithms generate models of a document
collection to be visualized, as opposed to source data about
the documents. When models are presented to the analyst,
interpretation and trust arise as important concerns. In
Jigsaw, we use an extensive suite of interactive visualiza-
tions to provide multiple perspectives on analysis results,
thus enabling the analyst to review and explore the derived
models and determine which are most helpful.
We now describe the suite of computational analyses
added to the system and, most importantly, we focus on
how the analyses integrate with different visualizations.
First, we explain each analysis measure and how Jigsaw
presents its results. Subsequently, we provide two example
usage scenarios that illustrate how an analyst explores a
document collection with the system (Section 4), and we
present the implementation details of the analysis algo-
rithms (Section 5). Our main focus has been on developing
techniques for smoothly combining the computational
analyses with interactive visualizations. We have empha-
sized an integrated user experience throughout, one that
provides information where and when it is most helpful
and that ideally feels natural and coherent to the analyst
using it for an investigation.
3.1 Document Summarization
Jigsaw provides three different techniques to summarize a
document or a set of documents: One sentence summaries,
word clouds, and keyword summaries. A one sentence
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summary—a determination of the most significant senten-
ce—of a single document helps analysts first to decide
whether to read the full text of the document and
subsequently to recall the content of a document read
earlier. Jigsaw presents a one sentence summary above the
full text of each document in its Document View (Fig. 4).
Additionally, the one sentence summary appears via
tooltip, wherever a document is presented through icon
or name. Word clouds, the second type of document
summary, help analysts to quickly understand themes and
concepts within sets of documents by presenting the most
frequent words across the selected documents. Jigsaw
presents word clouds of selected documents in its
Document View and flexibly allows a fewer or greater
number of words to be shown. The final type of summary,
keyword summaries of document sets, labels sets of
grouped documents in the Document Cluster View
(Fig. 5), and Document Grid View (Fig. 11, left) to help
an analyst know what the group is about. Keyword
summaries are based on different metrics: Word frequency
in each set, word uniqueness across sets, or a combination
of both. Summaries based on word frequency help to
understand the content of each set, word summaries based
on uniqueness help to analyze differences among sets.
Jigsaw allows the analyst to interactively change the metric
chosen. Overall, document summarization helps an analyst
to quickly decide whether a document (or set of
documents) is relevant for a specific task or question at
hand and whether it should be investigated further.
3.2 Document Similarity
The similarity of two documents is measured in two
different ways in Jigsaw: Relative to the text within the
documents or to the entities connected to the documents.
The latter similarity measure is of particular interest for
semistructured document collections such as publications
in which metadata-related entities (e.g., authors, years, and
conferences) are not mentioned in the actual document text.
Document similarity measures help an analyst to determine
if a document is unique (an outlier in the collection) or if
there exist related documents that should be examined as
well. We implemented a new view in Jigsaw (the Document
Grid View) to present, analyze, and compare document
similarity measures. The view organizes the documents in a
grid and provides an overview of all the documents’
similarity to a selected document via the order and color of
the documents in the grid representation. In all other views
showing documents, an analyst can retrieve and display the
five most similar documents to any document through a
simple menu command.
3.3 Document Clustering
Clustering of similar and related documents also is based
on either document text or on the entities connected to a
document. Clusterings can be either computed fully
automatically (using default values for the parameters of
the clustering algorithm), or the analyst can specify the
number of clusters and themes within clusters by selecting
seed documents. Additionally, the analyst can interactively
change clusters and define new clusters based on identified
entities or keyword searches across the document collec-
tion. Document clustering partitions the documents into
related groups to help an analyst explore the collection
more systematically. Jigsaw presents clusterings in its
Document Cluster View. The Document Grid View also
provides an option to organize the documents by cluster
when showing document metrics.
3.4 Document Sentiment Analysis and Other
Metrics
Jigsaw computes a document’s sentiment, subjectivity, and
polarity, as well as other attributes such as a document’s
length and its number of connected entities. These metrics
help an analyst seeking documents that are particularly
high or low in key attributes. Jigsaw integrates and presents
these metrics in its new Document Grid View. One metric
can be used to determine the order of the documents within
the grid, and a second metric (or the first metric again) can
be mapped to the documents’ color. The combined
representation of any two of these metrics (by the
documents’ order and color) provides a flexible and
powerful analytical view.
3.5 Identifying Entities in the Documents
The initial version of Jigsaw used a statistical entity
identification approach from the GATE [15] package. We
have added additional packages for automated entity
identification, and Jigsaw now provides three different
approaches for automatically identifying entities of interest
in text documents: 1) statistical entity identification, 2) rule-
based entity identification, and 3) dictionary-based entity
identification. It uses statistical approaches from GATE,
Lingpipe,1the OpenCalais webservice,2and the Illinois
Named Entity Tagger [52] to identify a variety of entity
types, including person, place, organization, date, and
money. For the rule-based approach, we define regular
expressions that match dates, phone numbers, zip codes, as
well as e-mail, web, and IP addresses. The dictionary-based
approach allows analysts to provide dictionaries for
domain-specific entity types that are identified in the
documents using basic string matching.
The automatic identification of entities is still error
prone, especially in noisy, real-world data. Therefore,
Jigsaw also provides functionality to correct errors in the
set of identified entities. Within different visualizations, an
analyst is able to add entities that were missed (false
negatives), remove entities that were wrongly identified
(false positives), change the type of entities, and define two
or more entities as aliases.
3.6 Recommending Related Entities
To find embedded connections among entities (that might be
connected via a long chain of other entities and documents),
Jigsaw recommends related entities for further examination.
The recommended entities are computed by searching for
connecting paths between two or more entities in the
document-entity network. The chain(s) of connected entities
and documents are presented in the Graph View.
4 INVESTIGATIVE SCENARIOS
To better understand how these computational analysis
techniques operate within Jigsaw and aid an investigation,
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1. http://alias-i.com/lingpipe.
2. http://www.opencalais.com.
we present two example use scenarios: A researcher
exploring academic publications to learn about a research
area and a consumer exploring product reviews to help
make a purchase. The two scenarios involve relatively small
document collections (in the hundreds) to make the
presentation here more concise. We have used Jigsaw on
larger collections numbering in the thousands of docu-
ments, however, and have found the new computational
analysis capabilities to be even more useful at this larger
scale. Because the static descriptions in this paper cannot
adequately convey the dynamic nature of the investigator’s
interaction with the system, we refer the reader to the
accompanying videos for further illustration and elabora-
tion of similar scenarios.
4.1 Investigative Scenario: InfoVis and VAST
Papers
In this scenario, we illustrate an investigation of a data set
involving all of the IEEE InfoVis and VAST conference
papers from 1995 to 2011; the InfoVis conference has run
from 1995 to 2011 and VAST from 2006 to 2011. The data set
contains 578 documents, one for each paper presented at
either of the conferences; each document includes the title
and abstract of the article it represents; its entities are the
paper’s authors, index terms, keywords, conference, jour-
nal, and year. Additionally, we added an entity type
“concept” including 80 domain-relevant terms such as
interaction, brushing, network, and evaluation to be found
within the articles’ titles and abstracts.
To generate this data set, we gathered information about
the papers from the IEEE Digital Library. Throughout the
data gathering process, we performed a few cleaning steps
and we resolved aliases for authors. We unified each unique
author to one specific name because it was not uncommon
to find initialized names or inconsistent inclusion of middle
names. For keywords, we unified terms effectively meaning
the same thing to one common string identifier. For
example, the terms “Treemap,” “tree-map,” “treemaps,”
all were changed to the string “treemap.” Jigsaw’s List View
(Fig. 1) was very useful in this data cleaning phase as we
could enumerate all the instances of any entity type in
alphabetical order and easily check for similar strings.
Additionally, we identified a set of documents to serve as
seeds for clustering the documents.
Clearly, our domain knowledge helped in this initial
data cleaning and entity resolution. Such transformations
are typically necessary in any analysis of semistructured
text document information [2]. Jigsaw allows the results of
such a process to be saved as an XML data file for sharing
with others. In fact, we have made this conference paper
data set available on the web.3
For the purpose of this scenario, we introduce a
hypothetical academic researcher, Bill, who works in the
database area. Bill has developed a new technique for
representing database schemata as graphs or networks,
and he has worked with a student to build a visualization
of it. Bill knows a little about visualization research but not
much detail about the IEEE InfoVis and VAST Confer-
ences. He would like to learn whether one of these
conferences would be a good fit for his paper, and if so,
which one. Questions such as the following naturally arise
in such an investigation:
. What are the key topics and themes of the two
research areas?
. Have these topics changed over the history of the
conferences?
. Who are the notable researchers in the different areas?
. Which researchers specialize in which topics?
. Are particular topics relating to his work present?
. Are there specific papers that are especially relevant?
Bill starts the investigation by examining statistics about
the data set to gain an overview of the conferences and
areas. Jigsaw’s Control Panel (not shown here) indicates
that 1,139 different researchers have contributed papers.
These authors self-identified 1,197 keywords and IEEE
designated 1,915 index terms for the papers. Seventy eight
of the 80 concepts (we generated) appeared in at least one
title or abstract.
After gaining a general overview, Bill wants to learn
more specifics about the key topics and authors so he opens
Jigsaw’s List View (Fig. 1). He displays conference, year,
author, concept, and keyword, then changes the list
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Fig. 1. List View showing conference, year, author, concept, and keyword, with the last three sorted by frequency.
3. http://www.cc.gatech.edu/gvu/ii/jigsaw/datafiles.html.
ordering from alphabetic to frequency-of-occurrence on the
final three entity types to see the top-occurring entities. The
small bar to the left of each entity denotes the number of
documents in which it occurs. The general terms information
visualization (101 occurrences), visual analytics (42), and
visualization (40) are unsurprisingly the most frequent
author-identified keywords. More interesting are the next
most-common terms: graph visualization (18), graph drawing
(17), focus+context (16), interaction (16), treemap (16), evalua-
tion (14), clustering (13), and parallel coordinates (13). The
term interaction (96) was the most frequent concept found in
titles and abstracts, followed by graph (91), network (63),
visual analytics (63), evaluation (55), and text (43). While these
notions are likely familiar to someone within the field, they
help a relative outsider such as Bill to understand some of
the most important ideas in the research area.
Examining the author list, Bill notes that his old friend
from database research, Daniel Keim, is one of the very top
authors at the conferences. Bill is curious about Keim’s
papers at the conferences and decides to explore this
further. He selects Keim in the List View and reorders the
author and concept lists by strength of connection to that
selection to see the entities most common with him (Fig. 2,
left). Connections in Jigsaw are defined by document co-
occurrence, either of identified entities in the document
text, such as concepts, or of metaentities of the document,
such as authors. Connection strength is defined by the
number of document co-occurrences: More co-occurrences
signify stronger connection. (Further details of Jigsaw’s
connection model are described in [55].) The List View
highlights entities connected to the selection via an orange
background, with darker shades indicating stronger (more
frequent) connections. Entities with white backgrounds
are not directly connected. The terms insight, text, pixel,
distortion, document, and geographic are the most connected
concepts. Keim’s most frequent coauthors are Oelke,
Schneidewind, Dayal, Hao, and Mansmann; he has published
frequently from 1998 to 2010.
Bill now wants to explore ideas related to his own
research. He notes that the concepts graph and network are
the second and third most frequent, suggesting his work
might be a good fit for these conferences. He selects the
concept graph to learn which authors work on the topic.
Jigsaw shows the most connected authors van Ham, Abello,
Hanrahan, Munzner, and Wong and illustrates (dark shade of
orange for recent years) that this has been a strong topic
recently (Fig. 3). Selecting network shows the most con-
nected authors Brandes, Ebert, Fekete, Hanrahan, Heer, and
Henry Riche and that the topic also has been important
recently. Surprisingly, the two author lists have many
different names, which puzzles Bill because the two topics
seem to be closely related.
To investigate further and gain a better understanding of
the different topics within the conferences based on the
articles’ titles and abstracts, Bill switches to the Document
Cluster View that displays each document in the collection
as a small rectangle. Upon starting Jigsaw, Bill ran Jigsaw’s
automated computational analyses that calculated the
similarities of all documents and a set of clusters based on
these similarities.
The Document Cluster View (Fig. 2, right) shows the
578 papers divided into 20 clusters resulting from the
cluster analysis. The groups are each assigned a different
color and are labeled with three descriptive keywords
commonly occurring in the titles and abstracts in each
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Fig. 2. List View (left) showing years, coauthors, and concepts connected to Keim. Document Cluster View (right) showing different clusters of
related papers (small rectangles in different colors). Papers authored by Keim are selected (surrounded by a yellow circle).
Fig. 3. List View with the concept graph selected, showing strongly
connected years, concepts, and authors.
cluster. If the summary terms are selected based solely on
their frequency, common terms such as “data” and
“visualization” represent many clusters, which likely is
not useful. The Cluster View provides a word frequency
slider (left, lower center) for the investigator to interactively
modify to show either more common or more unique terms
affiliated with each cluster. Bill moves the frequency slider
to the right, thus labeling clusters with terms more unique
to that cluster. The resulting cluster labels represent
important topics in these areas including toolkits, treemaps,
text, animation, parallel coordinates, social networks, 3d,
and databases (Fig. 2, right).
Bill is curious which clusters his friend Daniel Keim’s
papers fall into. He applies cross-view selection and
filtering [65], one key capability of Jigsaw. It can, for
example, show the topics (clusters) in which an author
publishes simply by selecting that author in any other view.
Selecting Keim in the List View (Fig. 2, left) immediately
updates the Cluster View (Fig. 2, right) and highlights
(yellow circles around document rectangles) the papers
Keim has authored. As shown in the figure, his work is
relatively focused with five papers each in the “dimensions,
coordinates, parallel” and “text, features, topic” clusters,
and eight other papers scattered among six other clusters.
Knowing Keim’s research, Bill is quite surprised to see none
of his papers in the cluster with “database” as a descriptive
word. He decides to load all of Keim’s papers into a
Document View to examine them more closely.
The Document View (Fig. 4) presents a list of documents
(left) with the selected (yellow highlight) document’s text
and related information presented to the right. Below the
text are the associated entities, and above the text is the one
sentence summary of the document computed by Jigsaw’s
summary analysis (described in Section 5.2). The word
cloud at the top shows the most common words (with
highlighted keywords and concepts) in the abstracts of
these loaded papers. Bill reviewed all the papers quickly
and noticed that indeed none were about database research.
He grows a little concerned about whether these confer-
ences would be a good fit for his paper.
Next, Bill wants to understand the evolution of topics in
the conferences over time to learn which have waned and
which have been growing in importance recently. To do so,
he selects the first four years (1995 to 1998, all InfoVis) in the
List View and notices strong connections to the “internet”,
“toolkit,” and “3d” clusters in the Cluster View; addition-
ally, the List View shows strong connections to the concepts
interaction, case study, navigation, and animation, with the
concepts network and graph as the sixth and seventh most
frequent. Selecting the most recent four years (2008 to 2011,
both InfoVis and VAST) illuminates strong connections to
multiple clusters but only connections to one document in
the “3d” cluster and to two documents in the “internet”
cluster. These topics clearly have waned over time. The
terms graph and network are each in the top five connected
concepts; thus, Bill sees how they have remained strong
notions throughout the history of the conferences.
Bill next wants to better understand how the two
conferences differ, so he explores the key concepts and
ideas in each. He selects each conference, one at a time, in
the List View and observes the connections. Among the 10
most common concepts for each conference, five terms
appear in both: interaction, network, evaluation, graph, and
case study; the five other unique terms for InfoVis are
overview, hierarchy, color, navigation, and experiment, and for
VAST are visual analytics, text, collaboration, clustering, and
insight. As shown in Fig. 5, VAST papers (far fewer in
number) occupied more than half of the “analytics,
anomalies, detect,” “video, explorer, stories,” and “colla-
borative, uses, framework” clusters. These simple interac-
tions help Bill begin to understand the subtle differences in
the two conferences. His work still appears to fit well into
either, however.
To learn more about the papers potentially related to his
own work, Bill uses cross-view filtering in an opposite
manner as he did earlier. He selects an entire cluster in the
Document Cluster View and observes the resulting connec-
tions in the List View. For example, selecting the potentially
related “network, graph, social” cluster shows that Shneider-
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Fig. 4. Document View showing all the papers authored by Keim. Above
the selected document’s text (right) is a one sentence summary and
below are the affiliated entities. The word cloud (top) summarizes all
documents loaded in the view.
Fig. 5. Document Cluster View with the VAST Conference papers
highlighted. Note the clusters where they provide a strong presence.
man, Fekete, Henry Riche, McGuffin, Perer, and van Wijk are
highly connected authors to its papers. Another potentially
related cluster to Bill’s work, “graphs, edge, algorithm” has
top authors Koren, Munzner, Abello, Ma, and van Ham, all
different than those in the previous cluster.
Bill decides to explore the papers in the “graphs, edge,
algorithm” cluster. Since there are many, he moves his
mouse pointer over the small rectangles in that cluster to
quickly read a one sentence summary (tooltip) of each
document. This document summary tooltip is available in
other views such as the Document Grid View (Fig. 6) and
the Graph View, where small iconic representations of
documents are shown. None of the papers in this cluster
seem to be relevant to his research; they are not about the
general representation of structure and relationships in
networks but about specific details of layout techniques and
their mathematical optimizations. Therefore, he moves on
to the “network, graph, social” cluster. Here, he discovers a
paper whose summary sparks his interest: “Despite
numerous advances in algorithms and visualization tech-
niques for understanding such social networks, the process
of constructing network models and performing explora-
tory analysis remains difficult and time consuming.”
Bill decides to load all the papers from this cluster into
a Document View and selects this paper’s icon in the
Document Cluster View, thus also displaying it in the
Document View. He reads the abstract of the VAST ’11
paper by Heer and Perer about their Orion system and
notices that it is definitely related to his work.
Bill now wants to know if papers similar to the Orion one
have been published at the conferences. To find out, he uses
Jigsaw’s Document Grid View. The Document Grid View
displays all the documents and is able to sort them by
various text metrics, one being similarity to a base
document. The Document Grid View in Fig. 6 shows the
similarity of papers compared to the Orion paper.
Bill decides to examine the most similar papers more
closely, so he selects the eight most similar ones and
displays them in a Document View (Fig. 7). He observes
that four of the eight papers are from InfoVis and four are
from VAST. However, the paper most similar to the Orion
paper is also from VAST ’11 and is titled “Network-based
visual analysis of tabular data.” Upon reading the abstract,
Bill learns that his work is quite similar to that done in this
paper. Thus, he has both found some very relevant related
work to explore further, and he has determined that his
new paper likely would fit in either conference, but VAST
may be a slightly better match.
Through this abbreviated scenario, we illustrated how
Jigsaw’s analysis and visualization capabilities help analysts
to gain quick insight on places to start an investigation, to
learn about the key entities and topics in certain areas, and to
explore connections and relationships in more depth. We
also showed how it helps identify leaders, rapidly summar-
ize sets of documents, compare and contrast information,
find similarities and differences, and determine what should
be investigated in more depth at a later point.
As shown in this scenario, investigative analyses of
textual documents are often open ended and explorative in
nature: Detailed questions or precise hypotheses may not be
known at the beginning of an investigation but rather arise
and evolve as the investigation unfolds. Analysts often
switch back and forth between analyzing general trends,
such as examining key topics, their relationships, and how
they change over time, and more focused explorations
about specific entities. Formulating new questions and
finding supportive as well as contradictive evidence are
fundamental tasks throughout these types of investigations.
4.2 Investigative Scenario: Car Reviews
The next scenario illustrates a different kind of investigation
using documents—a consumer, Mary, who is shopping for
a car. A colleague is selling his 2009 Hyundai Genesis, so to
learn more about this particular model Mary examines a
document collection consisting of 231 reviews of the car
from the edmunds.com website. Mary wants to gain a
general sense of consumers’ views of the car and determine
whether she should buy it. Specific concerns and goals that
have arisen in her mind include:
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Fig. 6. Document Grid View with the document (small rectangle) order
and shading set to correspond to the document’s similarity to the
selected Orion paper.
Fig. 7. Document View with the eight most similar papers to the Orion
paper loaded. Selected here is the most similar document.
. Identify and understand the important topics being
discussed throughout the reviews,
. Learn the strong and weak points of the car,
. Determine whether perceptions of the car have
improved or weakened over time,
. Identify the key competitive makes/models of cars,
. Judge whether particular attributes of the car such as
its gas mileage, power, sound system, and reliability
are good.
Mary could, of course, examine these 231 reviews one-
by-one from the website just as anyone could do when
exploring a collection of consumer reviews or webpages
retrieved from a search engine. However, this process is
tedious and may not illuminate well the key themes and
connections across the reviews.
For illustrating Mary’s use of Jigsaw in this scenario, we
scraped reviews of the 2009 Genesis from the edmunds.com
website and imported them into Jigsaw. Each review,
including its title and main narrative written by a
consumer, is represented as a document. The document’s
entities include various rating scores (e.g., exterior design,
fuel economy, and reliability) that the review author
explicitly designated. We also calculated an overall rating
that is the average of all the individual ratings. We added
three other entity types to be found within the document
text (title and review narrative): Car make (e.g., Audi, Ford,
Lexus), car model (e.g., 525i, Avalon, ES350), and car
“feature,” for which we defined 57 general terms about
cars such as seat, trunk, transmission, and engine.
To get an overview of the reviews, Mary begins her
investigation by invoking Jigsaw’s List View (Fig. 8). She
displays the overall ratings from consumers, as well as the
features, makes, and models discussed in the reviews, each
sorted by frequency. Mary notices that the review ratings
are generally high (indicated by longer frequency bars near
the bottom of the first list); drive, seat(s), trunk, and mileage
are the most mentioned features; Lexus, BMW, Mercedes, and
Infiniti are the most mentioned makes (excluding Hyundai
itself); and Azera, 460, Avalon, 300, and CTS are the most
mentioned models (excluding Genesis itself). This is useful
information to know about the key competitive cars and
most commented-upon features of the Genesis.
Although the ratings are generally good for the car, Mary
wants to know more details about reviewers’ thoughts. An
analysis of the sentiment [26] of the reviews is useful here.
To calculate sentiment, Jigsaw uses a dictionary-based
approach, searching for positive or negative words
throughout the document text. Here, Mary uses Jigsaw’s
capability to augment the dictionary by domain-specific
words. For example, terms such as “quiet” and “sweet” are
positive car sentiment words, while “lemon” and “clunk”
indicate negative sentiment. Mary opens the Document
Grid View and orders and colors the reviews by sentiment
(Fig. 9, top). Positive reviews are colored blue and shown
first, neutral reviews are colored white and appear next,
and negative reviews are colored red and shown last.
Darker shades of blue and red indicate stronger positive
and negative sentiment, respectively. At first glance, the
reviews for the Genesis appear to be positive overall,
roughly mirroring the overall rating scores shown in the
List View.
Mary once had a car that developed a number of
problems after a year of driving it, so she is curious what
the most recent reviews of the car express. Thus, she
changes the order of the reviews in the Document Grid
View to be sorted by date, as shown in Fig. 9 (bottom).
The oldest review from 06/26/2008 is placed in the top-
left position in the grid, and the most recent review from
07/24/2011 is in the bottom-right position. The view
indicates that the earlier reviews were generally positive
(shaded blue) but the more recent reviews begin to show
more negative (red) perceptions. The most recent review
is, in fact, the most negative, which is a concern. This
trend might indicate that some issues with the car were
not apparent when it first appeared but were revealed
over time as the car matured.
To learn more about the car’s potential weaknesses, Mary
sorts the feature entities in the List View by their strength of
connection to these negative reviews with overall rating
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Fig. 8. List View showing the overall rating, feature, make, and model
entity types and their values from the reviews. The last three are sorted
by frequency.
Fig. 9. Document Grid View showing all the reviews colored by
sentiment: Blue indicates positive, white neutral, and red negative.
The top view displays the documents sorted by sentiment as well, while
the bottom view shows them ordered by date ranging from the top-left
(oldest) to bottom right (newest).
below 8 (Fig. 10). The terms seat, tires, transmission, steering,
and suspension appear as the features most connected to the
negative reviews, and Mary wants to investigate percep-
tions of these particular car features further.
For this task, document clustering by concept in Jigsaw is
useful. Mary switches back to the Document Grid View and
sorts the reviews into 10 clusters, where document
similarity is calculated by Jigsaw based on the set of entities
connected to each review. The clusters are labeled with
descriptive keywords and the documents within each
cluster are ordered and colored by their sentiment
(Fig. 11, left). The majority of the negative reviews
aggregate into clusters 1 and 8 described by the terms
“controls, needs, works” and “improvement, rear, trunk,”
respectively. It is not clear what each of these clusters is
describing, so Mary loads the documents from each into a
separate Document View to learn more.
The word clouds from each view highlight the most
common words found in each review. The terms “sug-
gested improvements” and “favorite features” are found in
every review, so they are expectedly large. Similarly, the
words “Hyundai” and “Genesis” also are common. How-
ever, the first cluster’s word cloud also shows the word
“transmission” in a large size, as does the second cloud for
the word “suspension” (see Fig. 11, right). This observation
and the earlier similar finding from the List View suggest
these may be key problems with the car. Mary decides to
investigate further and reads all the reviews in cluster 8. She
finds that the suspension is often described in a negative
context, as shown in the review in Fig. 11 (right). She
concludes that the suspension may indeed be a weak point
of the 2009 Hyundai Genesis. Even though Jigsaw only
performs document level sentiment analysis, Mary was able
to also determine a type of feature-level sentiment analysis
by combining the results of multiple computational
analyses and coordinating their results across different
visual representations of the document collection.
Mary now recalls that far more reviews were positive
than negative, so she decides to examine the good aspects
of the car. She selects all of the reviews giving the car a
perfect overall rating of 10.0 in the List View (48 reviews
in total, shown in Fig. 12). The features drive, seat(s), stereo,
fuel, and navigation show up as being most connected. The
terms drive and seat(s) occur in many documents overall
as indicated by the long bar in front of the terms in the
List View, so they may not be as useful. Mary now loads
the documents mentioning stereo, the next highest term,
into a Document View and reads these reviews. She
learns that the Genesis’ sound system is a 17-speaker
Lexicon system and the reviewers typically rave about it,
a definite plus to her.
Mary also wants to learn what are the other top,
competitive brands of cars to consider as alternatives. She
is curious about reviews mentioning other makes of cars.
Thus, she sorts the car make entity by frequency in the List
View and selects the top four other mentioned makes
(all luxury cars), Lexus, BMW, Mercedes, and Infiniti, one by
one. She notices that, overall, the connected reviews for
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Fig. 10. List View showing the make, overall rating, and feature entity
types. Low-rated reviews from 1.0 to 7.9 are selected and the feature list
is sorted by connection strength to these selections.
Fig. 11. Document Grid View (left) with the reviews grouped by similarity and ordered and colored by sentiment. Clusters 1 and 8 have the most
negative sentiment. Document View (right) with the reviews from cluster 8 loaded. The word “suspension” is noteworthy within the word cloud at the
top. The selected document illustrates an example of the views from reviews in this cluster.
each receive high ratings, suggesting that the Genesis is
being compared favorably with these other makes. The
reviews mentioning BMW exhibit slightly lower overall
ratings, however. Perhaps prior BMW owners are not quite
as favorably impressed as owners of the three other car
brands. She reads the reviews also mentioning BMW and
confirms that this is true.
To learn more about the ride quality of the car, an
important feature to her, Mary displays Jigsaw’s Word Tree
View for “ride” (Fig. 13). A Word Tree [64] shows all
occurrences of a word or phrase from the reviews in the
context of the words that follow it, each of which can be
explored further by a click. The Word Tree View shows that
reviewers have different opinions about the quality of the
ride, ranging from “a little bumpy” and “rough and jittery”
to “comfortable and quiet” and “excellent.”
Mary’s investigations of the Genesis’ reviews have
helped her understand overall perceptions of the car and
what the most recent impressions are. The computational
analyses, the sentiment analysis and document clustering in
particular, facilitated the identification of the car features
perceived most favorably and unfavorably by the re-
viewers, and Mary learned more about other competitive
makes and models of cars. An important part of such an
exploration is reading the individual reviews of note, which
we have not emphasized here for obvious reasons of
brevity. However, we must stress that this activity is a key
aspect of any document corpus investigation like this. The
newly integrated computational analyses in Jigsaw help to
more rapidly identify the documents of note for any of a
variety of attributes or dimensions.
5 COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS ALGORITHMS
In this section, we provide a brief discussion of the text
analysis algorithms we implement in Jigsaw, primarily for
the reader interested in more detail. We integrate well-
known algorithms for the different computational ana-
lyses, practical algorithms that can be readily implemented
in Java (Jigsaw’s implementation language) and that run
in a “reasonable” time on computers that real clients
would have. These descriptions and our experiences in
designing and implementing the capabilities may be
beneficial for other researchers who wish to integrate
enhanced automated computational analysis in their visual
analytics systems.
5.1 Preprocessing
To apply computational analyses, text documents are
typically converted to a certain form of numerical vector
representation. We use the standard “bag of words”
encoding scheme, where each dimension corresponds to a
unique term, and the value represents the term count in the
document. In Jigsaw, the vocabulary that constitutes the
entire set of dimensions can be based on either all the terms
occurring in the document corpus or only the entities that
are identified within the documents. Thus, we obtain either
a term-document or an entity-document matrix.
Then, we follow standard preprocessing procedures for
text data such as stemming and stop word removal. For
stemming, we use the Porter Stemmer [51] implementation
in the Lingpipe library. Additionally, we exclude the terms
and entities that appear less than three times throughout the
entire document set. (The terms and entities are only
excluded from the computational analyses; they are not
removed from the data set.) Based on empirical experi-
ments, we determined that these terms do not affect the
results of the computational modules significantly while
the vocabulary size is reduced drastically, often up to
40 percent, which improves both the computation time and
memory usage.
After building the term-document matrix, we apply TF-
IDF weighting and normalization [1]. TF-IDF weighting
penalizes the terms that broadly appear in many documents
because they would not contribute to the differentiation of
one document from another. Normalization transforms
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Fig. 12. List View showing the make, overall rating, and feature entity
types. All the reviews with an overall rating of 10.0 are selected. The
make list is sorted by overall frequency within the document collection
and the feature list is sorted by connection strength to the 10.0
overall ratings.
Fig. 13. Word Tree View showing occurrences of the word “ride” and the
most common phrases that follow the word in sentences within the
review collection.
each document vector to a unit norm to overcome the
dependency on the document length.
Based on this numerical encoding of textual documents,
we integrate three text analytical modules into Jigsaw:
Document summarization, document similarity, and docu-
ment clustering. Document sentiment analysis, our fourth
module, operates directly on the original document text.
5.2 Document Summarization
This module summarizes documents by extracting signifi-
cant sentences. It first computes the importance scores
(described below) for all the terms and for all the sentences
within a single document, and then ranks the sentences
with respect to the scores. The sentence with the highest
importance score is determined to be the most representa-
tive sentence in the document and chosen as a summary
sentence. The scored and ranked terms are used to
summarize multiple documents with keywords (described
in Section 5.4). To determine the sentences and the terms in
a document, we use a sentence splitter and a tokenizer from
the Lingpipe library.
To implement the summarization algorithm, we apply
the mutual reinforcement learning method [68]. This
method first decomposes each document into a set of all
the terms T ¼ ft1; . . . ; tmg and a set of all the sentences
S ¼ fs1; . . . ; sng. A weighted bipartite graph between T and
S is built with a weight matrix W ¼ fwijg 2 IRmn, where
wij is the frequency of the term ti in the sentence sj. Then,
we randomly initialize two vectors, u 2 IRm1 and v 2 IRn1,
of the importance scores of terms and sentences, and
perform a power iteration, i.e., u ¼Wv and then v ¼WTu,
normalizing after every step. This iteration continuously
passes the importance scores between terms and sentences
until they converge.
5.3 Document Similarity
This module computes all the pairwise similarity scores for
the documents in the corpus. The computation of similarity
between two documents can be based on various mea-
sures. Although the most widely used measure is the
euclidean distance, semantically, cosine similarity can be a
better choice for textual data [56] and, therefore, we use it
in our implementation.
To obtain semantically better results, we do not compute
the similarity based on the original document vector.
Instead, we first reduce its dimension by applying the latent
semantic analysis (LSA) technique [17] and then compute
the similarity in the resulting reduced dimensional space.
By grouping semantically similar terms, LSA improves
similarity scores against polysemy and synonymy pro-
blems. After experimenting with different values, we chose
to set the number of reduced dimensions to 20 percent of the
number of dimensions after the preprocessing step of
removing terms that occur in less than three documents.
LSA requires the computation of the singular value
decomposition (SVD) of the term-document matrix. We
use the JAMA library4 for matrix computations such as SVD.
Using the term-document or the entity-document
matrix, we can compute document similarity based on
either the entire document text or on the entities identified
in the documents.
5.4 Document Clustering
This module groups the documents into a given number of
clusters, where similar documents fall into the same cluster.
The similarity can be based on the document text or on the
entities identified in the documents. We adopt the spherical
k-means clustering algorithm [18], which uses cosine
similarity as a distance measure.
The clustering algorithm requires the number of clusters
as an input parameter. Theoretically, it is crucial to choose
the “right” number of clusters to get optimal clustering
results. Although there exist methods to quantitatively
evaluate clusters [29], semantically it is difficult to deter-
mine the right number of clusters and achieve satisfactory
results on noisy real-world data. Thus, by default, we
choose 20 as the number of clusters. Our reasoning behind
this choice is that, on the one hand, if the document set has
fewer clusters, then our result would show a few similar
clusters that can be merged into a single true cluster by
humans’ further analysis. On the other hand, if the
document set has significantly more clusters, e.g., 50
clusters, analysts might have difficulties in understanding
their structure due to an unmanageable number of clusters,
even if they represent the correct clustering result. How-
ever, we also provide a user option to specify the number of
clusters in case an analyst is familiar with a specific
document set and has some knowledge about its structure.
In addition, the algorithm requires a list of initial seed
documents for the clusters as an input parameter. Although
the algorithm is not sensitive to this parameter if the
document set has a clearly clustered structure, we observed
that the results can vary significantly depending on the
initial seeds for most real-world document sets that do not
have well-defined clusters. Thus, we carefully choose initial
seed documents using a heuristic in which seed documents
are recursively selected such that each seed document is the
least similar document to the previously selected seed
document. Due to space limitation we do not discuss
details, such as optimizations and exceptions of this
heuristic. We also provide a user option to choose initial
seed documents in case an analyst is interested in specific
topics in a document set and wants to steer the cluster
analysis by choosing the seed documents according to the
topics of interest.
To enhance the usability of the clustering results, we
summarize the content of each cluster as a list of the most
representative terms within its documents. We use the
algorithm described in Section 5.2 after aggregating all
documents in a cluster into one single document. How-
ever, instead of the most representative sentence, we use
three high-ranking terms as the summary of the cluster.
We compute a number of alternative term summaries for
each cluster. One summary is based only on the term
frequency within a cluster, whereas another summary also
takes term uniqueness across clusters into account and
eliminates any terms that would occur in multiple
summaries; additionally, we compute summaries that are
gradually more strict on the uniqueness of summary terms
(i.e., eliminating any terms that occur in 10 percent, or
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20 percent; . . . , or 90 percent of the cluster summaries). As
described in Section 3 the analyst can interactively switch
between the different cluster summaries to gain different
perspectives on the clustering result, either examining the
content of individual clusters or understanding differences
among the clusters.
5.5 Document Sentiment Analysis
This module provides two different implementations to
characterize the text in a document on a positive-to-
negative scale. It does not apply the preprocessing steps
discussed in Section 5.1 but operates directly on the original
document text.
One implementation is based on the classifier provided in
the Lingpipe library. It applies the hierarchical classification
technique described in Pang and Lee [48] and requires two
classifiers: One for subjective/objective sentence classifica-
tion andone for polarity classification. The technique involves
running the subjectivity classifier on the document text to
extract the subjective sentences first and then running the
polarity classifier on the result to classify the document as
positive ornegative. We trained the subjectivity classifier with
the data provided in [48]. To train the polarity classifier, we
used 2,000product reviews(1,000 positiveand1,000 negative)
extracted fromamazon.com. Weconsidered all reviewswitha
rating of 4 or 5 as positive and those with a rating of 1 or 2 as
negative. We did not use reviews with a rating of 3.
An alternative implementation computes a quantitative
sentiment score for each document on a scale from þ1
(positive) to 1 (negative) via a dictionary-based approach,
identifying “positive” and “negative” words in documents.
We developed the list of words by creating two initial sets
of negative and positive words and then iterating and
checking results against known positive and negative
documents. The results have been surprisingly good,
particularly when characterizing documents strong in
expected sentiment such as product reviews. We also allow
the user to provide domain-specific dictionaries of positive
and negative words to classify the documents. This feature
was very useful for a collaborative analysis in which we
examined wine reviews with a wine expert; we developed
dictionaries of words that describe “good” and “bad” wines
to classify the reviews.
5.6 Computation Time
The runtime of the computational analyses depends on the
characteristics of the document collection (number of docu-
ments, average document length, and number of entities per
document) and the available computational power (proces-
sor speed and memory size). The InfoVis and VAST papers
data set in our case study has 578 documents, the average
length of a paper’s title and abstract is 1,104 characters (min:
159; max: 2,650), and the average number of entities per paper
is 17 (min: 4; max: 58). On a desktop computer with 8 GB of
memory and two 2.4-GHz Quad-Core processors, computing
the summary sentences and the sentiment analysis each took
2 seconds, the text-based similarity computation took 47
seconds, the entity-based similarity computation took 10
seconds, the text-based cluster computation took 20 seconds,
and the entity-based cluster computation took 15 seconds,
resulting in a total computation time of less than 2 minutes.
The car reviews data set is much smaller (231 documents) and
all analyses finished in 12 seconds.
We also ran the analyses on other data sets with different
characteristics. From a practical point of view, the computa-
tion time can be divided into three categories. For small data
sets (about 500 documents), the computation time is a few
minutes (coffee break), for medium-sized data sets (about
1,500 documents) the computation time is less than 1 hour
(lunch break), and for larger data sets (about 5,000 docu-
ments) the computation time is several hours (overnight).
6 DISCUSSION
Investigations on document collections proceed with the
analyst gathering nuggets of information while forming
new insights and deeper understanding of the document
contents. Especially, when the documents are unfamiliar, an
investigator may not know where to start, what is related,
or how to dive more deeply into analysis. We believe that
fluid integration of computational analyses with interactive
visualization provides a flexible environment that scaffolds
the investigator’s exploratory process.
In exploration and sensemaking, investigators likely
want to ask a broad set of questions and also develop new
questions throughout the investigation process. Interactive
visualization supports this dynamic conversation or dialog
between the investigator and the data, and it makes the
results of powerful computational analyses more easily
accessible and contextually relevant. Our efforts to inte-
grate enhanced computational analysis support into Jigsaw
have taught us a number of lessons about this process
(resulting both from an implementation perspective and
from working with users of the system [7], [35]), but five in
particular stand out:
1. Make different computational analysis results available
throughout the system in a variety of different contexts and views,
not in just one canonical representation. Chuang et al. [11]
identify interpretation and trust as two key issues to the
success of visual analytics systems. With respect to the
results of computational text mining, trust seems to be a
primary concern. We have found that portraying the results
of mining algorithms under different perspectives better
allows the analyst to inspect and interpret the algorithm’s
results. In particular, multiple analyses within Jigsaw
appear in several different views and can be examined
under different perspectives. For example, the single
sentence document summaries are shown above the
corresponding full document text in the Document View
as one might expect, but they also are available as tooltips
anywhere a document is represented iconically or by name.
Clusterings are shown (naturally) in the Document Cluster
View but also in the Document Grid View that simulta-
neously can show similarity, sentiment, and summary
analysis results. Furthermore, clusters are easy to select
and, thus, inspect the member documents under other
analysis perspectives and views. Given any set of docu-
ments resulting from a text analysis, one simple command
allows those documents to be loaded into a Document View
for further manual exploration.
2. Flexibly allow analysis output also to be used as input.
Investigators using Jigsaw can select individual documents
from any analysis view and can then request to see that
document’s text or see related documents. Jigsaw presents
the results of similarity, clustering, and sentiment analyses
visually (output), but such results can be clicked on or
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selected by the analyst (input) to drive further exploration.
This capability is pervasive throughout the system—any
document or entity can be acted upon to drive further
investigation. We believe this design, which helps to
facilitate the core, iterative sensemaking cycle of visual
analytics [36], enables smoother, more flexible interaction
with the system, ultimately leading to deeper inquiry,
exploration, and increased knowledge.
3. Integrate different, independent computational analysis
measures through interactive visualization to extend functionality
and power. A deep integration of automated analysis with
interactive visualization results in capabilities beyond each of
the two components (“the whole is greater than the sum of the
parts”). For example, Jigsaw provides document-level senti-
ment analysis, but does not analytically provide sentiment
with respect to specific terms, concepts, or features within a
document. However, as illustrated in the car review scenario,
by first performing content-based clustering that divides the
car reviews into sets of documents discussing different car
features, and then visualizing the sentiment on the resulting
clusters, one achieves a type of feature-based sentiment. The
scenario showed how the reviewers felt negatively about the
car’s suspension and transmission.
4. Provide computational support for both analysis directions:
Narrowing down as well as widening the scope of an investiga-
tion. Many investigations take the form of an hourglass: An
analyst first confronts a large amount of data (top of the
hourglass), iteratively filters and searches the data to
discover a small number of interesting leads (middle of
the hourglass), and then expands the data under investiga-
tion again by following connections from those identified
leads (bottom of the hourglass). These new data points then
represent the top of another hourglass and the analyst
repeats the process. Cutting et al. [16] describe this
narrowing widening, iterative process as the Scatter/Gather
method. To smoothly move through the different stages of
an hourglass investigation, a visual analytics system should
provide support for narrowing down as well as widening
the scope of analysis. Jigsaw provides a variety of analysis
support for both tasks. Document clustering and sentiment
analysis help narrow down the scope by limiting it to one
(or a few) clusters or taking only positive or negative
documents into account; document similarity and recom-
mending related entities help widen the scope by suggest-
ing additional relevant documents; and identified entities
help with both directions: They can be used to determine a
germane subset of a document set (containing one or more
identified entities) or to suggest other related documents
(containing the entity of interest).
5. Expose algorithm parameters in an interactive user-
accessible way. The effectiveness of many computational
analyses depends on the choices of their parameters.
Whenever possible, visual analytics tools should provide
users intuitive access to the parameter space of the
underlying analyses. In Jigsaw, we expose parameters in a
number of different ways. For the k-means clustering, we
expose the corresponding parameters directly because they
are quite intuitive. Users can either choose default values or
define the number of clusters, specify whether the cluster-
ing should be based on the document text or only the
entities connected to a document, and provide initial seed
documents for the clusters. They then can display different
clusterings from different parameter choices in multiple
Document Cluster Views to compare and contrast them. We
take a different approach for the cluster summarization
algorithm. Instead of exposing the summarization para-
meters directly, we precompute a set of summarizations
and let users explore the parameter space by selecting
cluster summaries via an interactive slider (based on
uniqueness versus frequency of the summary words). Users
have preferred this approach more than exposing the (not
so intuitive) parameters of the summarization algorithm
directly. For the dictionary-based entity identification and
the sentiment analysis, users can provide their own
domain-specific dictionaries. This flexibility has proven to
be very useful in various domain-specific investigations
that we and others have conducted with Jigsaw (e.g.,
investigating wine reviews, car reviews, scientific papers,
and Java code). User requests for exposing additional
algorithm parameters, such as regular expressions for the
rule-based entity identification approach, confirm the
importance of this lesson.
7 CONCLUSION
Helping investigators to explore a document collection is
more than just retrieving the “right” set of documents. In
fact, all the documents retrieved or examined may be
important, and so the challenge becomes how to give the
analyst fast and yet deep understanding of the contents of
those documents.
In this paper, we have illustrated methods for integrating
automated computational analysis with interactive visuali-
zation for text- and document-based investigative analysis.
We implemented a suite of analysis operations into the
Jigsaw system, demonstrating how to combine analysis
results with interactive visualizations to provide a fluid,
powerful exploration environment. Further, we provided
two example sensemaking scenarios that show both the
methodologies and the utility of these new capabilities. We
included brief descriptions of the computational analysis
algorithms we chose to help readers seeking to implement
similar operations in their systems. Finally, we described
our experiences in building the new system and the lessons
we learned in doing so.
The contributions of the work are, thus, as follows:
. Techniques for integrating computational analysis
capabilities fluidly with different interactive visua-
lizations, and realization of those techniques in the
Jigsaw system.
. Illustrations of the benefits of this approach via two
example sensemaking scenarios. These scenarios
provide sample questions and tasks, methods to
resolve them, and the analysis and insights that result.
. Guidance for HCI/visualization researchers about
the implementation of practical, text-focused com-
putational analysis algorithms.
. Design principles for the construction of future
document analysis and visual analytics systems.
A particular strength of Jigsaw is its generality for
analyses on different types of documents. Many other
systems have been tailored to a specific style of document
or content domain and, thus, provide sophisticated cap-
abilities only in that area. Jigsaw has been applied in the
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domains here (academic research and consumer product
reviews) and in other diverse areas such as aviation
documents [49], understanding source code files for soft-
ware analysis and engineering [53], genomics research
based on PubMed articles [25], and investigations in fraud,
law enforcement, and intelligence analysis [35], [69]. The
system is available for download.5
Many avenues remain for future research. We admit-
tedly have not conducted formal evaluations or user studies
of these new capabilities within Jigsaw. Determining the
best methods to evaluate systems like this is a research
challenge unto itself. Our earlier user study involving
Jigsaw [34] identified the potential benefits of the system, so
we believe that the addition of the new computational
analysis capabilities will provide even further value. In
particular, the new capabilities address analysis needs
identified in the user study and determined through earlier
trial use of the system by clients.
We also plan to explore newer, more powerful methods
and algorithms for calculating analysis metrics. The areas of
computational linguistics, dimensionality reduction, and
text mining are ripe with analysis methods such as topic
modeling [6] and multiword expressions [5] that could be
integrated into Jigsaw. Furthermore, allowing user-driven
interactive feedback to modify and evolve the computa-
tional analyses would provide an even more flexible
exploration environment.
Finally, we made a claim that to achieve its fullest
potential within visual analytics, a system must deeply and
seamlessly combine automated computational analysis with
interactive visualization. Actually, according to the defini-
tion of visual analytics introduced in Illuminating the Path
[58], we omitted the third key piece of the equation:
Integrated support for analytical reasoning. Systems such as
Jigsaw seeking to provide comprehensive analytic value
also should include facilities for supporting human in-
vestigators’ analytic reasoning processes and goals.
We are encouraged that the vision of visual analytics is
beginning to be realized. The system and experiences
described in this paper illustrate the potential of such an
approach: Fluidly integrating computational data analysis
algorithms with flexible, interactive visualizations provide
investigators with powerful data exploration capabilities
and systems.
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